
Week 17 Shakespeare

9th Grade Literature



As you come in…

Grab a “do now” sheet from the front wooden 
stool.

Answer the following in three complete 
sentences:

1. If you had to choose between the love of your 
life or the respect of your family, what would 
you choose? Would you choose to live happily 
ever with the love of your life and never speak 
to your family again? Or would you choose to 
never see the love of your life again to maintain 
the respect and dignity of your family? Explain 
why.



Announcements

JUST BECAUSE THE EOC IS OVER 

DOESN’T MEAN THAT WE ARE DOING 

NOTHING! You will still have graded 

assignments from now.

Make sure you have turned in:

1. Shakespeare scavenger hunt

2. Ode poem



Shakespeare Roast Fest

Pick three cards out of the jar.

Using your cards, create an insult used to roast 

Miss Wernstrom’s class.

Your insult MUST start with the word 

“Thou”…pretend you are going back in the 

1600s to roast your friends!

OFF LIMITS: race, ethnicity, religion, disability, 

sexual orientation, body shape/size



Presenting Shakespeare Roasts

We will presenting our roasts outside to Mrs. Wernstrom’s

class.

You MUST present your roast you receive credit. Pick your 

best roast.

Outside Expectations: 

IF YOU LEAVE THE GROUP OR FIELD, CURSE, HORSEPLAY (TOUCH 

OTHERS), DISOBEY TEACHER COMMANDS…YOU WILL BE WRITTEN 

UP NO QUESTIONS ASKED! YOU MUST BE ON YOUR BEST 

BEHAVIOR. THIS IS A PRIVILEGE.



Consequences for acting up outside:

1. Immediate referral and phone call home.

2. Immediately sent back to classroom with alternative 

assignment.

3. Banned from all fun classroom activities for the rest of 

the school year.



Presenting Shakespeare Roasts

In your group: Present the following…

1. Pick ONE of your jokes to roast Miss 

Wernstrom’s class. 

▪ Explain what your Shakespeare insult means.

2. Everyone MUST share to receive credit.

3. Remember: This is NOT personal. ☺

4. Best jokes present to whole class!





As you come in…

Answer the following in three 

complete sentences:

1. What morals or values do 

your 

parents/family/guardians 

hold that are important to 

them? Do you follow these 

values? Explain.



Independent Reading

15 minutes

DEAD QUIET

Reading Log:

Date

Page Numbers

1-sentence summary



Putting together flipbook

Keep the pages in order as they are passed out to you.

Use the numbers at the top of each page to help you keep the 

pages in order.

Use your scissors to cut the dotted lines on each page.

Cut in the same spot for page 6.

DO NOT cut pages 7 and 8.

Combine all pages in ORDER and staple THREE times at the top.

THIS FLIPBOOK WILL BE A MAJOR GRADE!!!



What is a drama?

A play written for stage, 

radio, film, or television

There are actors reading 

a script/acting out 

scenes

Usually about a serious 

topic or situation



What is a tragedy?

A dramatic play

Tells the story of a character, usually 
of a noble (wealthy/royal) class

This character meets an untimely 
death or downfall because of a 
specific character flaw or twist of 
fate.

EX) Mufasa’s death in “The Lion 
King”



What is a sonnet?

A 14-line lyric poem

Usually written in iambic pentameter:

A rhythmic pattern of five feet (or units), each one 

consisting of one unstressed syllable followed by a stressed 

syllable

Has a strict pattern of rhyme

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2Rw_qe0p6A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2Rw_qe0p6A




Iambic Pentameter

A rhythmic pattern 

of five feet (or 

units), each 

consisting of one 

unstressed syllable 

followed by a 

stressed syllable



Iambic Pentameter Example

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xz9HkPuUWAw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xz9HkPuUWAw


Video: Why Shakespeare Chose IP

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5lsuyUNu_4&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5lsuyUNu_4&feature=youtu.be


Game: Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

On your whiteboard:

1. Write “Shakespeare” on one side

2. Write “Hip Hop” on the other side

You will be shown a quote. You must decide whether this is a 

line from hip hop or a line from Shakespeare…you might be 

surprised!



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"To destroy the beauty from which one 

came"



Jay-Z—Hip Hop



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"Maybe it’s hatred I spew,

maybe it’s food for the spirit"



Eminem—Hip Hop



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"Men would rather use their broken 

weapons than their bare hands."



Shakespeare, Othello



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"I was not born under a rhyming planet"



Shakespeare



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"The most benevolent king communicates 

through your dreams."



WuTang Clan—Hip Hop



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"Socrates, philosophies and hypotheses 

can’t define."



WuTang Clan—Hip Hop



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"Some rise by sin, and some by virtue fall."



Jay-Z—Hip Hop



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"The miserable have no other medicine,

but only hope."

Measure for Measure



Shakespeare



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"You dealing with a few true villains who 

stand inside of a booth, truth spilling and 

spit true feelings"



Eminem—Hip Hop



Shakespeare or Hip Hop?

"How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is to 

have a thankless child."



Shakespeare



Translating Shakespeare’s Language

How do we translate Shakespeare’s language into our 

own?

Example: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gpvw3C8eEsk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gpvw3C8eEsk


What is an aside?

A short side 

statement given to 

the audience to 

inform them of 

something while the 

actors are on stage.

Somewhat like a 

physical “footnote” 

acted out.



What is Hubris?

Tragic flaw in which 

a character has too 

much pride or 

confidence

What characters in 

Romeo and Juliet 

had hubris?



What is a Monologue?

A speech given in front of other characters.

Think: When someone wants to be the center 

of attention and give a powerful speech.

What’s an example of a monologue from 

“Romeo and Juliet”?

Ex) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fb7xsdti

FNQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fb7xsdtiFNQ




Romeo and Juliet: Prologue

Read prologue together

Translate meaning (I do, 

we do, you do)

Answer questions 

(partners)

Graded discussion



Act 1: Scene 1

Read together.

Graded discussion.

Watch scene from 

movie.




